Welcome to the great depression.

It's not October 1929, and the city has yet to see any Hoovervilles or Wall St jumpers, but Wall Street's woes are causing jitters on Main Street. The feelings of dread linger along 125th St. in Haarem and Court Street in downtown Brooklyn, inside a once-busy Bronx diner and a rent-choked Queens boutique. Wall Street is learning what Main Street has long known: The economy's in trouble - and the little guy isn't getting a $700 billion bailout package. "I don't see light at the end of the tunnel," says Joe Fisher, whose Staten Island auto parts store actually sits on the corner of Main Street. "Normally I'm an optimist. But I think we're in for the long haul."  'A ghost town' George Arsenis remembers when business at his Morris Park diner was through the roof - and out the front door. "People used to have to take a number," he said inside the Rainbow Diner, where customers are in short supply. "Now? Forget about it." Arsenis, 71, kept prices flat in the last four years, but business still suffered. It's the same elsewhere in the working-class neighborhood, with its mix of Italian-Americans and Hispanic or Albanian immigrants.

Michael Rudon, manager of the nearby BX Sports, was forced to cut back on his store's hours. "Everybody's scared to spend their money," he said. "It's like a ghost town at night."  Rents go up as biz goes down Walk along Roosevelt Ave. in Flushing, and it seems every store is running a sale. "People are checking prices now," said John Kim, owner of the Kamp New York clothing store for the past decade. "They didn't do that before."  The heavily Asian neighborhood is full of small businesses plagued by increasing rents and declining clientele. Customers at the Woo Chon Korean Barbecue, who once spent $25 for a meal, now drop $10 or $15. The No. 1 East Restaurant, serving Chinese food for 18 years, lost its lunch business. The owner of the Pretty Girl women's boutique watched his rent soar from $10,000 a month to $30,000. Not even the influx of weekend shoppers - mostly Asians who moved to the suburbs - helps much, though it does make it impossible to park.

A tale of two cities

Downtown Brooklyn's Court St. is a tale of two economic realities. On one end of Court St., near Borough Hall, shops are feeling the pinch. Nadine Fortune, 32, said business at her Tempo Clothing was down 95% in the past month. "We're barely making ends meet." But across Atlantic Ave. At Trader Joe's just opened and some of the neighborhood's hipper locales are doing well. Folks still stop by Sweet Melissa's for coffee and dessert. "When money gets tight, people still want small indulgences like eating sweets," said owner Melissa Murphy. "I've seen a lot of storefronts closing, but we're doing fine."

'Worst it's ever been'

Hard times are nothing new along Harlem's 125th St., where entrepreneurs say what's happening to the nation's major financial companies is business as usual for them. "These big banks are feeling what we've been feeling for a long time now," said Michael Drummond, owner of the Harlem Lanes bowling alley. "This is really bad." Local businesses complain they're pushed aside by national chains like Old Navy or H&M. Others blame the spiralling economy. "It's the worst it's ever been," said Aminata Dia, owner of Sister Aminata's African Hair Braiding. "We can't even pay the rent."  Philip Bulger says business is down at his Manna's Soul Food and Salad Bar - and he doesn't expect a quick reversal.
The House of Jewish Cards comes tumbling down.

The stock market was reminded once again of the monumental size of the subprime crisis as the investment firm Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy and Merrill Lynch had a last second rescue by Bank of America. The Dow Jones plummeted 504 points as panic spread throughout Wall Street. A Reuter article notes “Wall Street had its worst day since markets reopened after the September 11 attacks as fears about the U.S. financial system’s stability surged on Monday after Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy and insurer AIG struggled for survival. The day followed one of Wall Street’s most agonizing weekends ever, which saw the demise of Lehman Brothers and forced Merrill Lynch (MER.N) to accept a takeover by Bank of America Corp (BAC.N). But Sunday’s barrage of shocking news was no exorcism for anxious investors and traders…. The Dow Jones industrial average (.DJI) slid 504.48 points, or 4.42 percent, to 10,917.51 — its biggest one-day point drop since September 2001.”

An article from the international Herald Tribune reports “The dramatic turn of events was prompted by the cataclysm of losses that has shaken the American financial industry over the last 14 months. The moves came after a weekend of frantic negotiations between federal officials and Wall Street executives over how to avert a downward spiral in the markets. Questions still remain about how the market will react and whether other firms may still falter like AIG, the large insurer, and Washington Mutual, both of whose stocks fell precipitously last week. Coming just a week after the government took control of mortgage lenders Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the magnitude of the industry’s reshaping is staggering: two of the most powerful firms on Wall Street, Merrill Lynch and Lehman, will disappear.” The subprime crisis is a combination of several disasters. The first was an insane decision to lend money to low income minorities, who never qualified for a home loan before. All these new loans “looked good” on paper and there was a competition between lenders to rapidly expand this type of loan. Within the space of a few years, a great many loans (possibly millions of mortgages) were made of the subprime variety.

Contributing to the problem were individuals, buying homes with the sole intention of “flipping” the property as soon as possible, hoping to pocket a considerable profit assuming the price kept going up. These people exacerbated the problem of an artificial rise in home prices due to speculation. This of course resulted in the Housing Bubble bursting. Eventually, the prices became so high that people stopped buying, and then a sharp nation-wide drop in home prices followed. Not only did the subprime crowd fail to keep making their payments (as any sane person should have foreseen), the mortgage crisis also included many marginal loans in which first time buyers were misled by realtors and lenders, who talked them into accepting a mortgage with a “teaser rate” which quickly soared up to around six percent (if not higher).

Added to this mortgage train wreck are many of the more responsible White American home-buyers. Previously, these people have been the backbone of the mortgage business. Most of these people paid extra points to get a fixed rate on their mortgage so the payments would not balloon on them. They had good jobs at the time they started buying their homes, but there was one little problem: Greedy corporate robber barons outsourced their jobs to India and now they’re looking at thousands of dollars in mortgage payments per month with no way to earn that much money. Low level corporate executives victimize the financial plankton like Billy Bob and Joe Sixpack by sending their high-paying manufacturing or cubicle jobs overseas. The tiny guys can’t pay their mortgage and abandon their over-priced shacks. Suddenly, the mortgage lender and small bank Jews go down when they can’t pay their debts to the larger bank Jews, and eventually, although it takes time, the big Jews like Lehman Brothers go down. The IHT article continues “The weekend’s once unthinkable outcome came after a series of emergency meetings at the Federal Reserve...
building in downtown New York in which the fate of Lehman hung in the balance. In the meeting, Federal Reserve officials and the leaders of major financial institutions were trying to complete a plan to rescue the stricken investment bank. But as the weekend unfolded, Barclays and Bank of America, which had both considered buying all or part of Lehman, decided that they could not reach a deal without financial support from the federal government or other banks. As a result, people briefed on the matter said late Sunday that Lehman Brothers would file for bankruptcy protection, in the largest failure of an investment bank since the collapse of Drexel Burnham Lambert 18 years ago.” In other words, the continuing series of failures of financial institutions is becoming so big that even the Federal Reserve, the Jewish-run private entity of mega-bankers that controls America’s money supply, can’t prop all of them up. Early estimates suggest the failure of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac could cost one trillion dollars. Even the mighty Fed doesn’t dare simply print up trillions of dollars for fear of a ruinous inflation.

The subprime crisis is far from over and no one knows how big it will ultimately become. There was a long pause after the failures of Countrywide Mortgage and Bear-Stearns earlier this year. Some people probably thought that would be the worst of it. Then Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac started to fail and needed a trillion dollar rescue. Now Lehman Brothers and Merill Lynch have fallen. Most likely Washington Mutual, Wachovia and AIG will fall in the very near future. Beyond that, more financial dominoes will fall. This is what happens when shear greed and short term planning replace the kind of long term vision which White societies used to have, before we let the Jews take over our financial system.

Worst US train accident in over 40 years just happened in Los Angeles. The body count has reached 25 and may grow higher as bodies continue to be found in the wreckage and if some of the more critically injured passengers die. Over 100 passengers were injured. How could a head-on train collision even be possible in the year 2008 with computer tracking, GPS, cell phones and even satellite communication? CBS news reports “Metrolink officials Saturday put the blame squarely on the engineer of the train for the deadly crash that has claimed at least 25 lives. They say he ran a red light. …one minute before the deadliest crash in Metrolink history, one teen — Nick Williams — said he received a text message on his cell phone from the engineer, whom the teens identified as Robert Sanchez.” Even as our technology advances more and more, our society seems to be sliding backwards. Why is this happening? It is because Third World incompetence is gradually spreading throughout our once predominantly White society. We should have the safest train system in the world, yet we just had the worst accident in 40 years. We should have the safest food in the world, yet vegetables shipped in from Mexico and picked by primitive illegal aliens fresh from Central American jungles are repeatedly turning up contaminated with E-coli. We should have working freeways and infrastructure, but the strain of 40 million Third World immigrants has slowed many of our freeways to a crawl and caused seemingly permanent water shortages in many of our cities. Even our high tech industries are being undermined. Despite better and better analysis software, it seems our aerospace industry is losing its competency. Some people find it hard to believe that we were able to send White men to the moon in the 1960s when almost all the analysis was done without computers, but the virtually all-White work force at NASA and the major US aerospace companies accomplished what is now unbelievable for many. Today, our largest aerospace company Boeing is falling further and further behind on their new airplane design, the 787 Dreamliner, which continues to be plagued with problems. Could it be that the increasingly multi-racial work force at Boeing is losing the competency to build a new airplane design?

The truth is we can’t have a modern, safe society if we allow White people to replaced with Mexicans, Pakistanis, Indians and every other Third World race. We just saw a dramatic example of what happens when a Latino apparently takes his eyes off the signals so he can send a text message to his friends. Drunk illegal alien drivers are a growing problem in many cities and have killed a lot more Americans than this recent spectacular train wreck. We must wake up to racial realities and close the door to Third World immigration. We must begin deporting the millions of Third World people who were allowed into the US by suicidal liberal immigration policies. If we fail to change the current immigration policy, the US will quickly continue down the road to becoming a backward Third World country, with all the problems, accidents and pointless deaths which are so common in the Third World, and now Los Angeles.
The Spanish solution to Europe’s Illegal's problem

The Spaniards have come up with a way to get illegal immigrants out of their country. Of course, one would think that the easiest way to do this would be to simply enforce the law, pick the Third Worlders up by the scruff of their dark-skinned necks and throw them back where they came from, but apparently European governments are just as terrified of being called “racist” as their American counterparts, so the Spanish are trying something new. If you lack the will to enforce, then bribe them to go.

According to the London Daily Mail “The measure was approved at a Cabinet meeting after a largely symbolic fast-track passage through Parliament. The plan, which will come into force in around a month, targets tens of thousands of non-EU citizens who have been laid off in Spain and are entitled to unemployment benefits. Reading between the lines, it sounds like these people got jobs as illegal aliens in Spain and recently lost their jobs.

The Daily Mail article notes “Under the scheme a jobless worker would receive a payment based on how long they have been working and how much they have been contributed into the social security system. The average lump sum is expected to be between six and 18 months worth of unemployment benefit. They will receive the sum in two parts - 40 per cent while in Spain and 60 per cent when they have returned to their native country.”

Now that’s clever. I was wondering what would prevent these Third Worlders from just glomming onto the money and disappearing into their ghettos or going to another European country.

The article continues “The programme is voluntary, and applies to people from 19 non-EU countries with which Spain has agreed that social security benefits accrued in one nation can be paid out in the other. People who sign up for it must agree not to come back to Spain for three years, with the promise they will be able to recover their work and residency permits after that… The initiative is the latest thrust by a government grappling with ever-swelling jobless ranks in an economy that had posted more than a decade of solid growth but is now flirting with recession. Spanish unemployment is now an EU-high of 10.7 percent…. The meltdown stems mainly from a collapse in the construction industry, the main engine of all the growth and a key source of employment for low-skill workers from Latin America, North Africa and eastern Europe. These immigrants are taking a particularly big hit as building companies lay off workers, and they are the ones the government now wants to pay to go home and stay there until things get better in Spain.”

I’ve been wondering what would happen when the world financial systems collapse. Apparently there’s a slowdown in Spain already. Some clever government bureaucrats have apparently made a calculation that it’s much cheaper to get the non-Whites out of Spain than to have them stay as unemployed parasites with their kids in public schools and their family draining the socialized medical system. There are millions of Third World invaders in Europe today. Parts of Paris and London look more like a Moroccan slum than a great European city. For the sake of preserving European culture, the non-Whites should have been banned from European soil long ago. If a recession will spur governments to do this for economic reasons, then better late than never.
The Washington Mutual gone with the Wind.

A New York Times article reports “Washington Mutual, the giant lender that came to symbolize the excesses of the mortgage boom, was seized by federal regulators on Thursday night, in what is by far the largest bank failure in American history. Regulators simultaneously brokered an emergency sale of virtually all of Washington Mutual, the nation’s largest savings and loan to JPMorgan Chase for $1.9 billion, averting another potentially huge taxpayer bill for the rescue of a failing institution. The move came as lawmakers reached a stalemate over the passage of a $700 billion bailout fund designed to help ailing banks, and removed one of America’s most troubled banks from the financial landscape.” The ongoing subprime crisis was caused by watering down regulations for subprime loans so that more minorities would qualify. The federal government compelled banks to increase subprime loans to Blacks and Latinos. Any bank that refused would be punished. If a bank didn’t make enough minority loans and they needed federal permission to do anything such as open a new bank, their request was promptly denied by the Feds in retaliation.

A recent article about the subprime crisis reports “Perhaps the greatest scandal of the mortgage crisis is that it is a direct result of an intentional loosening of underwriting standards - done in the name of ending discrimination, despite warnings that it could lead to wide-scale defaults… No sooner had the ink dried on its discrimination study than the Boston Fed, clearly speaking for the entire Fed, produced a manual for mortgage lenders stating that: ‘discrimination may be observed when a lender’s underwriting policies contain arbitrary or outdated criteria that effectively disqualify many urban or lower-income minority applicants.’ Some of these ‘outdated’ criteria included the size of the mortgage payment relative to income, credit history, savings history and income verification…”

There seems to be some karmic justice to the collapse of WaMu. Many people no doubt remember their commercials in which a hip young Black represents WaMu while a bunch of fat, stodgy, old White guys represent the other banks. Well, it looks like WaMu was a little too hip and much too Black. All those “Affirmative Action” subprime loans to Blacks have helped cause the largest bank failure in US history. Somehow, I don’t think this will be mentioned in the next “Black History Month.”

Betrayal of the People of London by new Mayor.

In an exclusive interview for the Muslim News, London mayor Boris Johnson has given a startling insight into his true political leanings and the shameless way he is prepared to sell out native Londoners to pander to the Islamic vote. His words will also be a stark reminder to those who still believe that David Cameron’s Conservatives intend to sort out the country’s problems. In a quite astounding interview, Johnson promised the Muslim News that he would carry on in the footsteps of his predecessor, Ken Livingstone, by supporting the myriad of diversity and equality projects foisted on Londoners by Red Ken:

“One thing I decided very early on was that the only way to run London is to support diversity and to recognise that you have got to be proactive and give encouragement and support to all communities.”
Johnson promised to “celebrate the achievements of communities” and, in a direct snub to native Londoners who have seen their home city transformed before their eyes, Johnson celebrated the destruction of traditional London life: “London would not be London and it wouldn’t be the greatest city on earth if it wasn’t for the hundreds of communities who live here.” To the Muslim News concerns that festivals such as ‘Eid in the Square’, ‘Diwali in the Square’ and other faith based events would not be funded or supported under his regime, Boris was adamant that he was “totally behind that” and would “support that completely.”

When questioned about Anthony Browne, his new Director of Policy, who has been accused of making critical comments about Islam, Johnson went into politically correct cliché overload, saying Browne was “utterly committed to a glorious multi racial multi ethnic, multi faith London in which we emphasise the achievements of all communities and he will be going out of his way to prove that point.” To further ingratiate himself with potential Muslim voters, Johnson made a point of mentioning his Muslim ancestry, saying that when he found out about his family’s connection to Islam, “I immediately bought the Qur’an and I have been learning Arabic.” To shore up his Islamic credentials even further, Johnson recited to the Muslim News the “kalimah” — La ilaha illa Allah. Muhammad Rasulullah. (There is no God except Allah. Muhammad is His Messenger.)

So much to do and very little time left.

We are now into October and only days away from the Election. The time has come to take our country back. Talk to your friends, your neighbors, your family, your fellow workers. How are they feeling right now, are they satisfied with the way the main parties treat them? Are they feeling they are being made to pay for the mistakes and blunders of the Jewish bankers and their lackeys of Wall Street? How many have lost their jobs already? So what have you done for your Race today? Get out and tell them all the truth about the NSM, don’t give the ADL and other communists the chance to get their evil, twisted message across without a fight. They shout, then we shout louder.

Have you read Brian Holland’s election website? if not, then do so. In the election he is our voice, he is standing up for all White Patriots and is our man. Give him every support you can and be sure to vote.
News anchor Darlene Rodriguez's husband, a New York policeman, admits sexual contact with teen

A former police sergeant who is married to a television news anchor admitted in court Friday that he used his authority to have sexual contact with a 17-year-old girl. Ex-Sgt. David Rodriguez pleaded guilty to official misconduct. His wife, Darlene Rodriguez, did not accompany him to court, and was seen on WNBC-TV Friday morning. After her husband was charged in March, she said, "I'm here to support my husband. I believe in him. I love him. He's innocent 100 percent." Rodriguez was among the officers who arrested the girl's boyfriend on a domestic violence charge on Feb. 8. She claimed he returned later, alone and off-duty, and raped her.

Rodriguez replied "yes" when asked in court if he used his authority to go to the girl's home to have sexual contact with her. His attorney, Stephen Worth told reporters afterward: "There was never intercourse." "As we said all along this was never a rape case," said Worth.

He said Rodriguez resigned from the New Rochelle force last week. Under the plea bargain, Rodriguez was given a one-year conditional discharge, which is similar to probation, and ordered to stay away from the teen for five years. "Today Mr. Rodriguez did what was best for his family," said Worth, adding that the deal "allows everyone to move on with their lives."

White flight from Britain.

About 75,000 white British people leave Britain every year, fleeing the Tory and Labour-created multicultural ‘paradise’, official figures have revealed. According to Government estimates, the established white population of England dropped by nearly 250,000 between 2002 and 2006. Official figures have previously indicated that about 50,000 Britons head for Australia each year and about 30,000 for New Zealand. Last year, a record 400,000 left the country to live abroad for at least 12 months.

The estimates, which show how each ethnic group grew or diminished between 2005 and 2006, provide further evidence of so-called ‘white flight’. The white British population went down by 70,400 over the year through emigration. And the white Irish population fell by 4,600 because of emigration, bringing the total decline in the existing white population to 75,000. The figures have been calculated for every year back to 2002 — and this was the biggest decline yet. In the previous year, there had been a drop of just 42,300. In 2004, there was a fall of 74,100. Even though there were more births than deaths, the white British and Irish population still fell by almost 15,000 in 2006.

Immigration increased the numbers in other groups, notably among those officially categorised as ‘other white’, including arrivals from Poland and Eastern Europe. This group grew by 70,600 in 2006. There were also increases in the Indian, Pakistani, African and Chinese ethnic populations. Immigration think tank Migration Watch chairman Sir Andrew Green said: “The unavoidable conclusion is that the whole nature of our society will change very rapidly unless the Government moves from spin to serious action, which the vast majority of the public want to see.”
Nationalists make massive gains in Austrian Elections.

With the Social Democrats and centrist People's Party hitting their most historic lows since 1945, Austrian elections on Sunday saw two far-right parties doubling and almost tripling their seats in parliament. The result could lead to a new coalition involving the right-wing extremists, despite EU sanctions having been applied to a similar government in 2000. Hard bargaining lies ahead in attempts to form a governing coalition, as no party has scored over 30 percent, and a minority government would be a first in Austria. The Social Democrats, who won the most votes - 29.7 percent, down from 35 percent in 2006 - are ruling out any alliance with the anti-immigrant Freedom Party (FPO) - up seven points to 18 percent - or the Alliance for Austria's Future (BZO), led by Nazi-fan Jorg Haider, which jumped from four to 11 percent.

According to Social Democratic leader Werner Faymann, the centrist People's Party (OVP) remains their preferred coalition partner, despite the fact that the same such coalition formula led to the current early elections. But the OVP, which also hit a historic low on Sunday - plummeting from 34 to 25.6 percent - has not ruled out talks with the far-right groups. Although together they account for the second largest block in the Parliament, FPO and BZO remain divided. FPO chairperson Heinz-Christian Strache said there will be no alliance with his former party boss Jorg Haider, and has called for the SPO or OVP to enter a two-coalition government with him as chancellor.

Meanwhile, Mr Haider has left all options open and is enjoying his comeback after years spent on the sidelines following a 2000 scandal when the EU imposed symbolic sanctions on Austria after his party at the time, the FPO, joined a government coalition with the People's Party. Back then, 14 EU member states suspended bilateral relations with Austria, putting the alpine country in a "diplomatic freeze." "The phoenix of Carinthia spreads his wings over all Austria," writes Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung about Mr Haider's political resurrection.

EU sanctions unlikely

In the event that the far right ends up in a government coalition, the EU however may be reluctant to repeat the 2000 sanctions move, which proved counter-productive and increased the popularity of such movements. On 12 September 2000, the EU decided to lift the sanctions, following a report by three "wise men" appointed by the European Court of Human Rights to examine the post-FPO government situation in Austria. Former Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari, ex-Spanish foreign minister Marcelino Oreja and the German expert in international law Jochen Frowein warned in their report that "nationalist sentiments" in Austria had been unleashed by the EU sanctions because these were "falsely understood as being directed against the Austrian people." The effect of the sanctions "would be counter-productive if they were maintained, which is why they should be ended," read the report. However, according to Article 7 of the Nice Treaty, which still applies today, the EU should react when "a clear danger exists of a member state committing a serious breach of fundamental rights." If this occurs, the qualified majority of the EU’s heads of state may suspend certain EU council voting rights of the country concerned.